
Relationship expert, author, and Extreme Makeover’s Dating, Flirting & Kissing Coach, Marilyn

Anderson reveals how women can leap away from the wrong men. Her book, NEVER KISS A

FROG: A Girl’s Guide to Creatures from the Dating Swamp, teaches women how to

recognize FROGS – the human kind - at first sight.

Anderson says forget the old myth: “You have to kiss a lot of frogs before you find your prince.

“No way,” she says. “The truth is, you can’t find a prince if you’re busy kissing frogs!”

Marilyn was originally a biologist and studied the mating habits of animals. Now, as the world’s

only “frogologist,” she studies the mating habits of the male animal! As a single woman, she

has been in the dating swamp forever – and sees both the pitfalls and humor of relationships.

She brings an uncanny level of knowledge and wit to any discussion of dating, on or off the

internet.

THE TOP 5 FROGS WOMEN SHOULD AVOID! With wit and wisdom,

Marilyn describes The Long-Term-Go-Nowhere Frog, Count Frogula, Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Toad,

Croak & Dagger, and Sir Frogalot, and cautions: If you’re playing leapfrog with any of these

men, wake up and smell the swamp water!

THE 12 FROGS OF CHRISTMAS – If you want to keep the “merry” in Christmas

and the “happy” in New Years – here are the “frogs” you’ll want to hop away from during the

holidays.

# 1 NEW YEARS RESOLUTION FOR WOMEN – STOP KISSING FROGS!
The beginning of the year is the perfect time for women to take stock of their love lives. Are

you stuck in a dead-end relationship? Do you always hook up with bad boys? And most

important -- Are you dating Prince Charming…or a Royal Toad?

ON VALENTINE’S DAY – Is He a KEEPER or a LEAPER? The most

romantic day of the year is the ideal time to discover your guy’s “Prince Potential” or

“Ribbit Rating.” Whether it’s the gift he gives you, where he takes you, or how he treats

you…there are signs to let you know if he’s your knight in shiny armor…or in slimy armor."

HOW TO SPOT ROMANTIC SCAMMERS ON THE INTERNET –
If he comes on too strong, doesn’t want to meet, or asks you for money, beware – he could

be a Flim-Flam Frog.

FROGS IN THE TIME OF COVID – Marilyn gives Wart Warnings and Ribbet

Snippets to help women who want to meet men during the pandemic.

10 DO’S AND DON’TS FOR ONLINE DATING – Do you want a relationship

with legs…or with frog’s legs? Whether you’re surfing the web or swiping left and right, there

are rules that can help you find your Happily (not Hoppily) Ever After!
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Let Extreme Makeover's "Flirting & Kissing Coach" Help You 

Find Out if You're Dating a Frog or a Prince!

Are You Dating a FROG?
Think He'll Turn into a Prince? Frogeddaboudit!
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